Amended Interim Designation of Agent to Receive Notification of Claimed Infringement

Full Legal Name of Service Provider: REED BUSINESS INFORMATION, A DIVISION OF REED ELSEVIER INC.

Alternative Name(s) of Service Provider (including all names under which the service provider is doing business): SEE ATTACHED LIST

Address of Service Provider: 360 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10010-1710

Name of Agents Designated to Receive Notification of Claimed Infringement: Andrew G. Rak, Jeremy Pomeroy or Marci Sweren

Full Address of Designated Agent to which Notification Should be Sent: Reed Business Information, Legal Department, 360 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10010-1710

Telephone Number of Designated Agent: 646-746-6400

Facsimile Number of Designated Agent: 646-746-7646

Email Address of Designated Agent: copyrightagent@reedbusiness.com

Identify the Interim Designation to be Amended, by Service Provider Name and Filing Date, so that it may be Readily Located in the Directory Maintained by the Copyright Office:
CAHNERS BUSINESS INFORMATION, A DIVISION OF REED ELSEVIER INC. (RECEIVED NOVEMBER 2, 2001)

Signature of Officer or Representative of the Designating Service Provider: ____________________________ Date: 1/10/08

Typed or Printed Name and Title: Andrew G. Rak, Senior VP & General Counsel

Note: This Amended Interim Designation Must be Accompanied by a $80 Filing Fee Made Payable to the Register of Copyrights.
Alternative Name(s) of Service Provider

- 411 Publishing
- AF Lewis
- Asia Food Journal
- B&C (Broadcasting & Cable)
- Buildcore - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Building Design + Construction
- BuildingTeam Summit - A product of Reed Construction Data
- BuildingTeamForecast.com - A product of Reed Construction Data
- BuyerZone.com
- California Builder & Engineer - A product of Reed Construction Data
- CanaData Construction Forecasting - A product of Reed Construction Data
- CanaData Construction Starts - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Capital Asset Management (AssetObjects) - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Casual Living
- Chain Leader
- Construction - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Construction Bulletin - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Construction Digest - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Construction Equipment
- Construction News - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Constructionineer - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Consulting-Specifying Engineer
- ContentAgenda.com
- Control Engineering
- Control Engineering China
- Control Engineering Europe
- Converting Magazine
- Critisca
- Creative Advertising Services
- CSI's MANU-SPEC - A product of Reed Construction Data
- CSI's SPEC-DATA - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Custom Builder
- Daily Commercial News - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Daily Variety
- Design News
- Digital Variety
- Dixie Contractor - A product of Reed Construction Data
- DM2-DecisionMaker
- ECN Asia
- ECN China
EDN
EDN Asia
EDN China
EDN Europe
EDN Japan
Electronic Business
Electronic Business Japan
Electronic News
Electronics Manufacturing Asia
Electronics Manufacturing China
Expert Business Source
First Source CAD - A product of Reed Construction Data
Foodservice Equipment & Supplies
Furniture Today
Garden Décor
Gifts & Decorative Accessories
Graphic Arts Blue Books
Graphic Arts Monthly
Green Sheet - A product of Reed Construction Data
Greensheet Logger - A product of Reed Construction Data
Health Market Data - A product of Reed Construction Data
Home Accents Today
Home Textiles Today
Hospitality Profiles - A product of Reed Construction Data
HOTELS
HOTELS' Investment Outlook
HotFrog
Housing Giants
HousingZone.com
iMedia - A product of Reed Construction Data
In-Stat
Industrial Distribution
Interior Design
Israel Diamonds
JCK (Jewelers' Circular Keystone)
JCK Luxury
JCK Style
Journal of Commerce - A product of Reed Construction Data
Kellysearch
KeyFax - A product of Reed Construction Data
KeyMail - A product of Reed Construction Data
Kida Today
Library Hotline
Library Journal
- Licensing & Brand Development
- Logistics Management
- Manufacturer Catalogs - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Manufacturing Business Technology (formerly MSI)
- Market Link - A product of Reed Construction Data
- MarketCast
- Material Handling Product News
- Michigan Contractor and Builder - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Microprocessor Report
- Midwest Contractor - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Modern Materials Handling
- Multichannel News
- netConnec
- New England Construction - A product of Reed Construction Data
- New York Diamonds
- Pacific Builder and Engineer - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Packaging Digest
- Plans Direct Print - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Plant Engineering
- Playthings
- Printmarketplace.com
- Professional Builder
- Professional Remodeler
- Publishers Weekly
- Publishers Weekly Virtual Edition
- Purchasing
- Purchasing's Business Intelligence Center
- Reed Bulletin (Canada) - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Reed Bulletin - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Reed Connect - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Reed Construction Data
- Reed Design Registry - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Reed Electronics Research
- Reed First Source - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Reed First Source Suite of Products - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Reed Market Fundamentals - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Reed Research Group
- Reed StartsOnline - A product of Reed Construction
- ReedFirstSource.com - A product of Reed Construction Data
- Relish
- Restaurants & Institutions
- Rocky Mountain Construction - A product of Reed Construction Data
- RSMeans Cost Books - A product of Reed Construction Data
- RSMeans CustomCost Estimator - A product of Reed Construction Data
• RSMeans Insurance Services - A product of Reed Construction Data
• RSMeans Reference Books - A product of Reed Construction Data
• RSMeans Research Services - A product of Reed Construction Data
• RSMeans Seminars/Training - A product of Reed Construction Data
• School Library Journal
• Semiconductor International
• Semiconductor Packaging
• Spec Check
• Supply Chain Management Review
• Television Asia
• Test & Measurement World
• Test & Measurement World China
• Texas Contractor - A product of Reed Construction Data
• The Industry Measure
• TRACOM Group
• Tradeshows
• Tradeshows Week Custom Research
• TWICE (This Week in Consumer Electronics)
• Variety
• Variety.com
• Video Business
• Western Builder - A product of Reed Construction Data
• Wireless Design & Development Asia
• Zibb.com